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HABX’ VISION

WIDEN YOUR OFFERING TO MEET  
A COMPLEX AND VARYING DEMAND
habx provides real estate developers and brokers with a set 
of digital tools that allow them to easily propose and 
manage personalization options in new residential 
developments, including layouts, finishes, and more.  

our product will help you shape a virtually larger and 
more flexible offering, to meet with a complex and 
fluctuating demand. 

BOOST YOUR SALES  
AND CUSTOMER SATISFACTION 
as developers look to better address new emerging market 
trends, we believe personalization is key to reach 
new targets in large cities’ saturated markets.  

empowering your clients with a unique personalization 
experience will result in higher customer satisfaction 
and increased chances to meet particular needs and wishes 
(our past projects show an increase in demand satisfaction, 
from 55% to 81%), all the while collecting valuable 
data about your demand. 






 


























WHY HABX

TRADITIONAL NEW RESIDENTIAL  
DEVELOPMENT 

WITH HABX

ENHANCED CUSTOMER 
SATISFACTION

INCREASED VIRTUAL OFFERING

STANDARDIZED CUSTOMER 
EXPERIENCE

72% of people willing to buy a new property 
declared that they did not find a home 

matching their original needs. 

STANDARDIZED SUPPLY

little to no usable data, as apartments are sold 
off-plan and represent a compromise on the 

buyers’ part. 

LACK OF USABLE DATA PREDICTIVE ANALYTICS

get data on prospective clients and  
what they are truly interested in. 

multiply your offering  
to meet a wider array of demand.

past habx projects indicate an increase in the 
demand’s satisfaction rate from 55% to 81%.

customer experience is one-size-fits-all and 
does not tailors to the buyers’ individual needs.  


















PRE-DETERMINE OPTIONS

our digital tools will help you 
determine a set of options (from 

layouts to finishes) to be made 
available to prospective buyers. 

COLLECT BUYERS’ WISHES

we supply your sales team with an offline 
and online intelligent configurator to 

help them collect prospective buyers’ 
wishes. 

MATCH OFFER & DEMAND
once the prospective buyer’s information 

gathered, habx will automatically pull 
out the layout and the pre-determined 
options that match the client’s wishes.
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HABX: MAKING PERSONALIZATION EASY



 

HABX: A UNIQUE USER EXPERIENCE




4 PICK YOUR ROOMS 

next, habx enables you to chose the 
type, number, and size of the rooms you 
want. 

John is looking for 2 bedrooms, 1.5 
bathrooms, and an open, large kitchen to 
cook for his friends. 

The estimated price is now $810,000 for 
861sq. ft. 

5
CHOOSE YOUR SET UP 

habx lets you choose your ideal floor, 
exterior spaces and sun exposure.  

John loves reading with natural light. He 
wants his apartment to face South and be 
on the highest floor possible.  

The estimated price raises to $1M.

6
SELECT YOUR LAYOUT 

habx will provide a variety of layouts 
that match John’s preferences.  

Once validated by John and one of our 
architects, a blueprint of the future 
apartment will be generated.   

John loves it - he is ready to order…

THE CUSTOMER JOURNEY: 
AN OPTIMAL USER EXPERIENCE

 

Name: John  
Status: Single 
Occupation: Designer 
Workplace: Prospect Heights 

Favorite Area: TriBeCa 
Favorite Activities: basketball, cooking, 
reading 
Budget: $1,2M

kitchen 
+ 

living room

bedroom

bedroombathroom

W.C.

terrace

1

INDICATE YOUR PREFERENCES

2

LOCATE YOUR SPACE

habx first lets John indicate his ideal 
floor/location, exterior spaces and sun 
exposure.  

John loves reading with natural light. 
he wants his apartment to face south 
and be on the highest possible floor.  

John walks into a showroom…

habx enables John to specify the type, 
number, and size of the rooms he 
wants.  

John is looking for 2 bedrooms, 1.5 
bathrooms, and an open, large kitchen 
to cook for his friends.  

habx will pull out all the 
predetermined layouts that match 
John’s preferences.  

1.2M
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habx will provide a variety of layouts 
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AN OPTIMAL USER EXPERIENCE

 

Name: John  
Status: Single 
Occupation: Designer 
Workplace: Prospect Heights 

Favorite Area: TriBeCa 
Favorite Activities: basketball, cooking, 
reading 
Budget: $1,2M

kitchen 
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living room

bedroom

bedroombathroom

W.C.

terrace

John will then have the possibility to 
play with the floor-plan on a simplified 
interactive 2D rendering.  

3
SELECT YOUR FAVORITE LAYOUT

4
PICK YOUR OPTIONS

based on your offering, John will 
have the possibility to pick additional 
options for his future apartment. 

all options and layouts are visible in 
real-time, interactive 3D renderings. 

1.2M



HABX: MANAGING PERSONALIZATION

GET TO KNOW WHAT YOUR 
CLIENTS TRULY WANT  

IDENTIFY TRENDS WITH 
PREDICTIVE ANALYTICS

obtain precise, actionable data on your 
market demographics and on what 

prospective buyers are truly interested in.

get recommendations on how to adapt 
your offering as your project advances, 
including price adjustments based on 

real-time demand. 






Edison Lite project, Paris, France   
delivery Q3 2019

 Mon 18eme project, Paris, France   
delivery Q4 2021

45 EMPLOYEES

+20



FEEDBACK

“my team and I have reviewed a lot of 
technology start-ups around the world and 

we believe that habx has a first mover 
advantage through its unique market positioning; 
between real estate developers and home buyers. 

[…] this is why our fund, the largest VC fund in 
Europe active in smart city technologies, decided 

to invest into habx.” 

- Nicolas, investor        

“I am impressed with the way habx 
built, in such short time, this unique link 

between real estate developers and home 
buyers. […] the “customer first” approach is 

highly innovative in the real estate industry and fits 
perfectly with today’s consumer-centric approach, 

applied in many other industries. this will be a 
useful solution for tomorrow to build sustainable 
cities and address urban planning challenges”  

- Mathias, investor 

“for months, I couldn’t find a fit. 
apartments were either too small or 

poorly arranged. […] then, in just a day, 
habx completely convinced me. the 

opportunity to have a choice was truly 
decisive. I wanted to have a say in the most 

important purchase decision of my life.” 

- Geoffroy H. - project Edison Lite



emile
Emile Camus
Director of Business Development
+1 (929) 990-5279 
emile@habx.com



